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SAFETY INSTRUCTION 

1. Read all instructions before installing. 

2. System is intended for installation by a qualified electrician in accordance with the National electrical code and local 

regulations. 

3. Never attempt any work without shutting off the electricity. 

4. The installation of Lamps shall be subject to the corresponding local regulations. 

5. Keep the instructions for reference. 

 

Lamp installation 

1. Install a plastic nylon anchors on the ceiling and reserve or machine the outlet hole (plastic nylon anchors in the 

parts package).(see FIG1) 

2. Take out the lamp from the box, and remove the mount back plate from the lamp. Pass the cable out of the outlet 

hole of the mount back plate, and fix the mount back plate to the ceiling with 3 self-tapping screws (parts package).  

( see FIG2,FIG3) 

 
3. Connect the cable and lamp power cord with the illustrated waterproof junction box provided by others.(see FIG4) 

Note: Yellow-green line is ground (   ), hot wire has the ‘L’ logo, The neutral wire has the "N" logo, hot dimming 

wire has the ‘+’ logo and neutral dimming wire. Has the ’-‘ logo 

4. Install the lamp: Align the three bosses of the lamp with the three notches of the mount back plate, push the lamp 

up to the highest position, and then rotate the lamp by hand. Align the screw holes on the top of the lamp with the 

holes in the mount back plate, install the screws, and insert the gasket (gasket in the parts package).(see 

FIG5,FIG6) 

(Note 1: In order to ensure that the lamp is installed, the lamp can be rotated clockwise after installation. If the lamp 

cannot be turned back, it means that it is installed. 

Note 2: If the waterproof junction box is not used, please apply waterproof glue between the lamp and the ceiling 

after the lamp is installed.) 
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 WAC Lighting retains the right to modify the design of our products at any time as part of the company's continuous improvement program. 

 

SAFETY INSTRUCTION 

1. Read all instructions before installing. 

2. System is intended for installation by a qualified electrician in accordance with the National electrical code and local 

regulations. 

3. Never attempt any work without shutting off the electricity. 

4. The installation of Lamps shall be subject to the corresponding local regulations. 

5. Keep the instructions for reference. 

 

Lamp installation 

1. According to the actual situation on site, select the appropriate length of M10 stem to install on the ceiling.(M10 

stem and nut are not attached)(see FIG1) 

  

2. Install the lamp into the stem, and fix the lock lamp with a nut; connect the lamp power cord to the cable on the 

ceiling with a waterproof junction box. (the waterproof junction box is not attached).(see FIG1,FIG2,FIG3) 

Note: Yellow-green line is ground (   ), hot wire has the ‘L’ logo, The neutral wire has the "N" logo 

  Hot dimming wire has the ‘+’ logo and neutral dimming wire. Has the ’-‘ logo(Dimming model only) 

 

 

INPUT: 220-240~, 50/60Hz 

Power cord specification:  

1.0   - 2.5    
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